
Trustees Meeting 14th November2017 

Security Report: Derick. 

 

Security of Kleinmeer has always been a priority and has received the attention it requires to be able to 

maintain the level of service which we as trustees have laid down. As from August this year we 

experienced the decline in the level of service from ADT and after several meetings with them and a 

chance for them to improve their service to our standard, we finally served them with a notice that their 

contract and services would be terminated on 31st October 2017. 

Quotes from North Guarding and Thorburn Security Solutions were obtained and after much debate on 

pricing and service levels offered, it was decided to go with Thorburn Security for various reasons. I 

believe the right choice was made for the following reasons: 

 They service numerous complexes around us including Baronetcy. 

 The management at all levels is hands on and interact with their staff. 

 The Security Guards are neatly dressed in uniform. 

 The Guards are well spoken and present themselves professionally. 

 The Guards have received thorough on-site training. 

We however have been faced with some challenging issues since Thorburn have come on site and we 

have and are addressing them together with Jamie Bell from On Guard (Scanner device) and Thorburn 

management. The challenges we are faced with are: 

 Check in of guests taking too long 

 Dropped calls  through intermittent Telkom signal ( now rectified ) 

 Guards at gate not announcing visitors mainly due to the above issues 

 The present device in use is not what we requested as it takes a photo instead of scanning. 

 Discussions with Thorburn Management has resulted in them sourcing a scanner from On Guard 

at their expense. This is due for implementation in the coming week as well as the necessary 

training for the personnel. 

 The contract between Thorburn and Kleinmeer has been signed for a two year period which 

includes the new scanning device. 

In closing I would just like to mention that the residents of Kleinmeer have been very understanding and 

patient given the challenges we have experienced in this transition period. I would also like to thank 

Terry, Mel and Johan for attending the meetings with Thorburn in my absence whilst overseas. To Mel 

and Johan for their tireless efforts and time spent on getting everything on track, thank you. 

Regards 

Derick 


